The Community Voice of Dove Creek Minutes
Monday, November 2, 2020- 5:30 PM
In-Person, Zoom and Uber Call
Roles: Chair Ellen Warren, Co-Vice Chair Robbie Nelson and Chelsea Garchar, Treasurer
Shauna Snyder, Secretary Lindsay Murdock
Staff: Ronda Lancaster, Community Coordinator
Evaluators: Ashley Wilson, Mozhdeh Bruss
Present: Anita Fernandez, Lindsay Murdock, Cecil Martin, Shauna Snyder and Robbie Nelson.
All present joined by Zoom or Uber call.
Absent: Chelsea Garchar, Ellen Warren
Evaluators: Ashley Wilson
Guests:

Agenda Approval:
Motion to Accept Amended Agenda: Anita Fernandez Second: Shawna Snyder
Anita Fernandez made a motion to accept the agenda amending it to delete that Eric Stiasny and
Rick Gersch would make a presentation. All presented voted in favor.
Minute Approval
Motion to accept minutes from October 19, 2020
Motion: Anita Fernandez Second: Lindsay Murdock
All present voted in favor to accept the minutes from October 19, 2020 as written.
Contacting and Reaching out to Partners
Rick Gersch and Eric Stiasny was unable to join TCV tonight. Rick Gersch suggested that we
discuss contact our partners and bring them onboard with our plans. Anita Fernandez said that
and that it might not be possible to have to apply for the 180-day permit.
Anita added that we might need to designate a different route that just had bicycle and running.
Could possibly have area people to take to the points without getting on BLM lands. Cecil
Martin said that there is a road from Bug Point to Blanding. It’s not a trail but a road that could
be used.
It was the overall feeling that we need more of a plan to present to potential partners. Cecil
Martin said that partnering with others becomes an advantage. Rick Gersch has said that he
would lead the Town of Dove Creek discussion. Communication is a big thing. Advertising is
important. TCV will have to have everything to go. Ashley Wilson said that she would email
information on a website that lists races for the year. The race needs to be posted in January to

be placed on race calendars with route, date, partners. Suggested that we get energy moving
around the plan. We can start smaller and build to bring more people/visitors.
We will talk about how to approach partners at the next meeting. Shauna Snyder will ask Mike
Ernst about the Snaggletooth logo.
Critical Thinking
Robbie Nelson reported that Ronda and Robbie had spoke with Tera. Tera suggested that we
see if someone in the community would share a 501(c)3 with TCV. Robbie had called Kendra
with the Chamber which has a 501(c)6 which will not work. Anita Fernandez suggested that we
check with Pay it Forward.
Shauna Snyder did not have anything to report.
Anita Fernandez said she just wanted the election to be over. There have been four (4)
COVID-19 cases in Dolores County now.
Cecil Martin said he had a critical dream for DCTV to provide small tv’s in each business in
town. There are some popular places. Could show an advertising movie that could be shown
over and over. Need to get the motel and Chamber on board. This could be a lot of advertising
in one year. Could include Canyonlands or any other recreational site that is within drivable
distance could be advertised.
Lindsay Murdock did not have anything.
Adjournment
Lindsay Murdock made a motion to adjourn the meeting at approximately 6:15. Shauna Snyder
seconded the motion. All present voted in favor.
Next Meeting
A majority of the Resident Team decided that the meeting on October 29th would be skipped.
The next meeting would be November 2, 2020. Rick and Eric will join us again.
Adjournment
Motion to Adjourn: Anita Fernandez
Second: Robbie Nelson
All present voted in favor.
The meeting was adjourned at approximately 7:00 pm

